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Article 13 of the Paris Agreement
Mandatory
provisions for all

Mechanism to
assess PA goal

CBIT

Reporting
after the
MPGs

Katowice: Modalities, Procedures and Guidelines

Transition
Improvement
has become a
must

Entails a wholeof-government
approach

Tracking national
and international
commitments NDC

National
Conversation
Priority

National
conversation in
a step-wise
approach

1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify your gap/need
Set the goal accordingly
Identify the relevant stakeholders
Request for support

5. Strategy

Different starting points: inventory, tracking progress,
mitigation actions, projections, adaptation and support
MPGs  clear guidance for steps 2 and 5, taking into
consideration the flexibilities and national priorities

1. Identify your gap/need

Example
MISCA

3. Identify the relevant
stakeholders

Unsustainable institutional
arrangements to collect GHG
inventory data and progress on
mitigation action (both selfdetermined and ICA
recommendation)

Largest sources of emissions are
from the energy sector. MoE
therefore prioritized MoEW to
pilot the online system

2. Set the goal accordingly

4. Request for support

Pilot a system in which MoE
and another ministry can
sustainably and easily
exchange data for the GHG
inventory and the progress of
mitigation action

Proposal to the EU-ClimaSouth to
develop an online platform:
Management and Information
System for Climate Action
(MISCA) to pilot energy
information exchange

5. Strategy:
Transparency
strategy
under CBIT 
MPGs
Expanding
MISCA under
CBIT
Ultimate goal:
NDC progress,
GHG
inventory,
mitigation
actions,
adaptation
actions and
support

Important
lessons learned

You will identify additional needs
while carrying out the
improvement then why you
identified the gap

Determining your needs and addressing
this need are two different things – but
you’re already halfway there if you’re
asking the correct question

Your need will therefore evolve,
accommodating the discovered
circumstances

The road to
improvement gets
more detailed as you
improve

A long-term strategy
shared by all relevant
stakeholders ensures
continuous
improvement and
engagement

Your need might not be
the stakeholder’s need

After Article 13 and the
MPGs, support for
reporting is more
available and accessible

Avoid working in silos
Assess linkages between agendas and conventions
Sendai Framework

Useful tips
to think
about in
advance

UNCCD

CBD
2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development

Address stakeholders and engage them holistically
Synchronize requests for support on data and indicators

Institutionalize the coordination to the extent possible
Tedious process but beneficial in the long run

SDG + NDC technical
advisory group

Thank you

